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Fashion
TIPS FOR CHICKS
Nicole Walker
Sports Editor
Clothes don’t wear
the person, the person wears the
clothes. There’s
nothing better than a
super outfit, but it’s
all about the ability
to spice it up with accessories of the millennium.
Jewelry has always been a favorite for the
ladies. Adding a little sparkle above the
shoulders is attracting to the eye.
Scoop up
the hoops ladies.
The
wonderful
shimmering
rings dangling from
the ears are
back in style. The bigger the better, just make
sure the ears don’t hang low.
Remember...you can never go wrong with
multi-colored studs.
Now, earrings usually have a matching set
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of necklaces and bracelets...coordination
will always be in style.
The royalty look is in. Necklaces with dangling chains or beads stringing in a v-shape
around the neck will add a little zest.
Not only does body glitter spunk up the
skin, so does any nude-shade of glimmerdusted make-up. Also, plot out intricate designs around the eyes with little body-jewels.
Don’t throw away a pair of knickers because they’re boring, knock them up a notch
with a corky belt that has words that describe
your personality on it, for example, “Hottie”,
“Sexy”, “Rock Star”, or “Princess.” Jeweled
belts that
dangle
down the
front can
say
all
t h o s e
words for
you.
It’s possible to turn any hopeless pair of
threads into a favorite outfit if the perfect
help-outs are added.

Clothes don’t wear the person, the person wears the
clothes.
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Fanatic
EYES ON THE GUYS
limited, started out as a corporation whose
clothes appealed to the skater/surfer market,
Staff Reporter
but now, Ecko’s designs can be purchased
For the Cabrillo everywhere from surf shops to stores appealmale, four predomi- ing to the rap-inspired market.
“Ecko Unlimited has been trying to make
nate styles of dress
stand out: the preppy clothes for both the skater and the urban marlook, the urban look, ket,” said Cabrillo sophomore, Andrew Lee.
Modernly, you start to see different marthe skater/surfer look,
kets beginning to incorporate the designs
and the punk look.
Often, there is a visual separation between from others. The once totally preppy, plaid
people wearing various styles of dress. It is tartan shirt is now something conceivable to
see in any
very likely to see
closet.
people decked out
Hooded
in
their
skater
Abercrombie and
sweatshirts
Fitch hanging out
are now
together, but not
also
an
as often would
item
that
you see someone
Adam Drake, grade 10
can appeal,
wearing Fubu or
in their
Johnny Blaze
hanging out with someone wearing own forms, to all markets.
“...Hoodies are in style for the guys,” said
Abercrombie.
However, more and more, clothing design- Cabrillo sophomore, Adam Drake.
Overall, diversity is becoming a common
ers are becoming multi-lingual in their male
designs. Mark Ecko’s company, Ecko Un- trend in the clothing market

Brandon Powell

“

...Hoodies are in style
for the guys
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Guess who? Name each of the mop-tops above and bring
answers to P-4. Winners will receive $5 to Mr. Taco.
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